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The RMB loans increased by 548300000000 yuan, more than in September dropped 308900000000 yuan, a year-
on-year increase of 42300000000 yuan only. Market personage thinks generally, October credit data shows that
the real economy financing needs is weak.
The specific point of view, the October household loans increased by 158500000000 yuan, annulus comparing
reduce 142400000000 yuan. Among them, the short-term loans increased by 39000000000 yuan, annulus
comparing reduce 90000000000 yuan; long-term loans increased by 119500000000 yuan, 51200000000 yuan less
than the ring.
"Although in September the central bank relaxed the first suite loans repaid loans calibre, before can continue
processing according to the first suite, but the first set of mortgage is for ordinary residential, still have some
limitations. From long-term residents in October on loan, loans are still not very ideal." Fixed income research team
gold in that.
To mortgage loans as the main body of the residents of long-term lending growth involved in real estate investment
down. Economic data from the National Bureau of statistics released recently revealed that this year the real estate
development investment growth for tenth consecutive months of decline, since the 2009 August low growth to
12.4%. From 1 to October, the national real estate development investment of 7722000000000 yuan, up 12.4%
nominal growth, the growth rate down 0.1 percentage points from 1 to September. Among them, the residential
investment 5246400000000 yuan, an increase of 11.1%, the growth rate down 0.2 percentage points.
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